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Lone wolf assault hunt ready system

Due to a high volume of orders, all stands have a delay of 2 weeks. Description Here we show you how to assemble, pack and use the Hunt Ready system in the most efficient way. Includes treehouse, four climbing sticks and an all-in-one c sawing system offers everything you need to hang and hunt. The alpha hang on treestand in
lightweight, roomy and lethal aluminum has a self-leveling seat and platform. Four climbing sticks with reversible steps go directly to the stand. The Alphatech Stick Quiver snaps on the tube of the stand seat and can hold up to four climbing sticks. When you move to a new position or finish your hunt, all the pieces lock quickly, easily and
quietly so you can maintain your stealth. 30 x 19-1/2 , Cast aluminum support platform Contoured, padded seat fits 4-22 dia. 350 lb trees of oversize weight capacity item. Additional shipping charges apply. The all-in-one stand kit includes a compact Assault Hang On stand, an LW Climbing Stick oven pack and an Alphatech Stick quiver
for a versatile, lightweight, strong and quiet configuration. All-in-one stand kitIncludes a compact Assault Hang On stand, LW Climbing Stick four pack, and Alphatech Stick QuiverVersatile, light, strong and silent setupVersatile, light, strong and quiet setupColor: Grey Page 2 Printable version Since 1998, eders.com has offered the largest
selection of archery and hunting equipment at the best prices. For even more savings on archery and BowHunting supplies, join our bowhunter professional buyer club, membership is NOW FREE for all. Get free standard shipping on all orders over $100.00. Just type: freeshipping in the coupon field during the checkout. Product
description The lightest hang stand in the Lone Wolf range at just 11 lbs. Features a 26x19.5 molded aluminum platform with built-in arch holder and padded seat. Accepts the EZ Hang Hook accessory for quick and easy hanging in several places. Weight capacity: 350 lbs., Standing weight: 11 lbs. Hang-on treestandLightweight
designAccepts EZ Hang Hook accessoryColor: GreySecondary Color: Brown About Support Contact Account Find a Dealer Lone Wolf Treestands Assault Hunt Ready Treestand System, Brown/Grey, ASHRS , MPN: ASHRS , UPC: 697216100237 , Code: 2GU-TD-LWF201-ASHRS We appreciate your interest in our content.
Unfortunately at the moment, we are not in a position to allow international traffic or online transactions.
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